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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a sensor-doll system that provides mUltiple users 
at remote locations with an awareness communication channel. A doll is used 
as the interface agent of the local user, and this agent is connected to a remote 
doll by local and/or wide area networks. The doll sends out information on the 
local ambient activities and the user's intentional interactions to the remote 
agent and, at the same time, displays the received remote activities by adapting 
its presentation to the local context. 

Musical sound expression is used to display the remote awareness, mixing 
the local response and remote activities. Music also provides an entertaining 
and sympathetic intimacy with the doll and eventually the remote user. 

The design and implementation of the networked sensor-doll, equipped with 
various tactile sensors and a PC, are described in detail. We also discuss issues 
of awareness communication and give preliminary experimental results. 

Key words: Awareness communication, toy interface agent, sensor doll, musical 
interaction, and context awareness 

1. Introduction 

People communicate with each other through various expressive media 
such as letters, figures, speech, gestures, and existence itself. We utilize the 
different functions of these media appropriately rle)ending on the situation 
and our Network and have made it 
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and activities of each other is important for establishing initial and ambient 
communication channels between remote people. Communication is also 
enriched by sharing sensuous affective feelings such as excitement, calmness, 
and intimacy, which can be partially estimated with haptic and biological 
measures. 

This paper proposes a networked toy-shape interface agent system that 
can support both awareness communication and affective communication. 
The toy can recognize various contexts and detect ambient activities of users 
and environmental factors by using visual, audio, tactile and dynamics 
sensors that work with an installed PC. The recognized contexts and 
activities are communicated between agents and displayed to each user by 
means of musical expressions. The anthropomorphic embodiment of the 
agent as a stuffed toy is chosen to assist the user in interacting with the agent 
intimately by touching, moving and holding its body. The toy is designed to 
have only one actuator, an audio speaker, to represent the internal situation, 
local response and remote user's situation. 

One application of this system is to facilitate remote awareness 
communication, for instance, between grandparents and grandchildren: as 
the child plays with the toy, it can display the activity to hislher remote 
grandparents. 

In this paper, related works will be described first, and then the system 
design will be presented. The preliminary experimental results will be briefly 
described, followed by the conclusions. 

Figure 1. Sensor-dolls and disassembled parts 

2. Related Works 

"in-Touch"[l] is a roller device that connects remote places for tactile 
communication using physical expressions. It connects remote users through 
direct manipulation of the roller, a manipulatable haptic device. Our 
proposal is to use an agent to connect remote users and to display awareness. 
The Aware-home project [2] has been proposed to develop awareness 
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sensitive houses. Affective computing [3] uses biological measures to 
display emotional information. The current design of our sensor-equipped 
toy employs tactile sensors such as touch and bend. Biological meters may 
be used in our toys in the future. 

Yonezawa et al. [4] has developed a sensor-doll interface system, named 
"Com-Music," that has its own internal "mind" states that reflect different 
contexts, such as sleeping, awareness, chatting, and enjoyment. The user's 
multimodal interaction with this passive doll is interpreted and responds by 
musical sound expressions that change depending on the situation's context. 
We propose extending Com-Music by adding network capability to provide 
an awareness communication function between remote users. 

2) call to user by sound 

1) estimated motion-+ local interaction, 
message sent to remote doll 

4) remotely interpreted sound displayed 

3) awareness of remote user 
interaction starts 

Figure 2. Networked communication using sensor-dolls 

3. Design Issues 

There are several issues in designing an awareness communication agent: 
(1) choice of expression, 
(2) agent attribution and ownership for user, 
(3) influence and use of remote context, 
(4) distinction of remote and local interactions in agent expression, 
(5) interpretation and mapping of interaction to expression, 
(6) hardware and software choice and system construction, and 
(7) enjoyment and entertainment. 
These considerations are interdependent, and it is not easy to find an 

optimum solution for general-purpose usage because there are too many 
possible applications. 

For our system, we envision a user group of young people who like 
music or those who are readily adaptable to music listening in daily life, 
such as young children. Music is a good medium for adaptation to mobile 
situations, as is apparent in the use of favorite tunes as the musical ringer on 
many mobile phones. Music is also often used to provide a specific 
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background atmosphere. Music has a special characteristic in that it is 
subject to multiple interpretations. It allows the listener to take control of the 
interpretation to some extent, thus providing active immersion in interaction. 
(issue 1) 

We designed the agent as a surrogate of the local user. In other words, the 
local user is the master of the agent. Such ownership is important in agent 
design to clarify the policy of information handling. We assume that a 
personal agent with a toy interface can establish a longer partnership through 
daily intimate interactions. Once a close partnership is established, it is 
natural to handle incoming messages by translating and interpreting the local 
contexts and owner's preferences. (issue 2) 

The toy has a basic function of context awareness that changes the 
internal states as the interaction intensity progresses. We focus on ambient 
activities for awareness communication, such as room occupation and 
human movements for purposes other than explicit communication. This 
corresponds to the earlier internal state or weak intensity stage of the 
contexts. The mood change of the user can also provide useful awareness 
information that is not easily transmitted by conventional communication 
media such as e-mail and voice phone. The toy agents communicate with 
each other by exchanging the local contexts in terms of internal states and 
preprocessed interaction data in order to understand the similarities and 
differences of remote contexts. The remote context's influence in system 
design will be described later. (issue 3) 

The toy responds and expresses with musical sounds and notes. A 
multiplicity of interpretation becomes a disadvantage if we want to display 
the differences between the local and remote interactions. Therefore, we 
exploit multiple timbres to express them distinctly. (issue 4) 

The other three issues, i.e. mapping, system construction, and 
entertainment, depend heavily on system implementation, which will be 
described in detail later. 

4. System Design 

The original Com-Music system [4] contains five states of interaction 
levels (IL) from 0 to 4 (Figure 3), corresponding to sleep, awareness, 
talking, play, and crazy, respectively. The IL changes as the user intensifies 
the interaction with the doll. For example, if the user touches the doll for 
several seconds when it is sleeping, it wakes up and replies with a short 
voice-like sound segment. 
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We have added a few triggers to the finite state transition model to adopt 
network communication features, as illustrated in Figure 3 by underlines. 
For example, when the remote interaction level is 2 or 3, the local interaction 
level moves from ILO to IL 1. The local doll displays the remote interactions 
by different timbres and voices, as shown in Table 1, according to the local 
interaction levels. Thus, at the initial stage, remote users can be aware of a 
partner's situation and then progress to the joint jam-session level (i.e., IL3 
for both) if they wish to play. We have designed the music sequencer so that 
it adjusts the remote signals in tempo and in harmonic chord to orchestrate 
plausible resulting music. 

not touched for several sec. (T, G) not touched (T , 8, Tim er) 

persi stent or uncomfortable acti on 
(T, 8, G) • rate R 

syncronized input against remote sound (8) 

G = G-force sensor, T = Touch sensor, P-h = Hip proximity sensor, P-f = Face proximity 
sensor, B= Bend sensor, T-h = Head touch sensor, T-f = Face touch sensor 

Figure 3. Transition model of interaction level 

4.1 Implementation Overview 

The Sensor-Doll has an on-board computer with a Celeron 400 MHz 
CPU and many kinds of sensors, including a USB CCD camera in its face, a 
USB microphone in its ear, a small USB loud speaker, a G-Force sensor in 
its belly, proximity sensors on its face and hips, and touch bend sensors in its 
arms, legs, back, front and head (Figure 4). The sensors are connected 
through an ND converter (PCMCIA) to the computer. The system is run on 
Windows2000 and DirectX 8.0 and was developed in VisuaIC++6.0 with the 
DirectMusic toolkit. The local system is connected to the remote system via 
a wireless LAN using UDP (user diagram protocol). A program diagram is 
illustrated in Figure 5. As shown in the figure, the dolls exchange their 
interaction levels and preprocessed sensor readings. The entire process from 
sensor input to music output can be performed at 25-30 Hz solely by the PC 
inside the doll. 
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Figure 4. Sensor-doll hardware configuration 
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Figure 5. Data processing diagram of sensor-doll 

Table 1. Remote and Local Interaction Matrix 
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5. Preliminary Experiments 

We conducted a preliminary experiment with a female adult subject in 
her 20's who was not aware of the system's design. The experiment 
consisted of three test stages: a free local play test without any instructions 
or explanations of the system to observe the naive responses; a free local 
play test after a system design explanation of the five internal states; and a 
remote interaction test without telling the subject the doll is connected to 
another system and a remote user in a different room. 

The subject used the system freely, holding and touching various parts of 
the doll in the first stage. She was able to move to IL2 without any particular 
problem. In the second test stage, the subject was able to control movement 
around all of the states. In the final test, she recognized that there was a 
sound response by someone else and replied with action and sound by 
touching the doll. The remote interaction is shown in Figure 6. Some 
synchronized response can be observed in the figure. At first, the subject 
plays her own timing, but when she suddenly becomes aware that the sound 
is made by the experimenter's interaction, she synchronizes the play to make 
the response appear to be her own . 

. o· are feature inputs. A: Sound by remote inputs. B: User stops interaction and listens. 
C: Sound by remote inputs again. D: User reaction to sound timing. 

Figure 6. Remote interaction example 

6. Conclusions 

We have proposed an awareness communication system with musical 
enjoyment using interactive toy agents. We developed a sensor doll system 
that is equipped with a computer and various sensors such as a camera, 
microphone, accelerometer, and touch-sensitive sensors. The doll recognizes 
its own situation and the activities of a local user as well as a remote 
situation and a remote user's activities by receiving the state and activity 
signals from the remote agent. More experimentation is necessary to confirm 
the usefulness of the doll agent for remote existence awareness and context 
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awareness communication. So far, we have observed that users enjoy the toy 
shape and music display through tactile interaction. 

In the future, we would like to increase the number of internal states so 
that the doll is able to express a greater variety of music depending on the 
context. For example, Clarkson et al. [5] proposed a method of location 
awareness using a camera, microphone, and G-force sensor with a Hidden 
Markov Model. The use of more complex contexts such as user's identity, 
location, and time will be useful for providing intimate remote awareness. 

This paper described an application of the sensor-doll agent in musical 
remote awareness communication, focusing on its musical and tactile 
communication capability. However, its basic function of getting the 
interaction information to a closer position to the user can still be used in a 
greater variety of applications. For instance, it can be integrated for context 
recognition in a ubiquitous sensor environment, where user's activities are 
recorded for personal memory, experience sharing with others, and further 
assistance for actions by the intelligent environment. 
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